COACHES TRAINING
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ABOUT LDP

LDP (Lacrosse Development Program) is a non-profit organization for Colorado lacrosse players, by
Colorado lacrosse players. LPD is operated and run by Eric Law and Dillon Roy who are both Colorado
natives, Academic All-Americans, and professional lacrosse players. LDP Lacrosse strives to further
educate the Colorado Lacrosse community by offering coaches training and premier player development.
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ABOUT LDP

DILLON ROY

ERIC LAW
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GOALS & DEVELOPMENT

●
●
●
●
●

Youth Development
Team Culture
Shoutouts
Traditions (Hard Helmet)
Developing every player on the
team
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TEAM STRUCTURE & RULES
TEAM STRUCTURE & RULES
● Reqs & Expectations from
Players, Parents, and Coaches
○ Player goals, parent goals,
coach goals
○ Parent Meeting, Temp of
Team
● Routine (Warm up, Taking a
knee & lining up bags)
○ First 10 and last 10 minutes
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INDIVIDUAL PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
Individual Player Development
● Wallball
● Shooting
● Watching Games in person or on
television
● 3X (backyard lacrosse)
● Homework Assignments
● 1v1 Lessons
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RESOURCES
●

●

●

Books (Outliers, The Talent
Code, Bounce, Extreme
Ownership, Starts with Why,
Wooden, Matheny Manifesto)
Online Drill Databanks
(LaxLibrary.com,
Beginnerlacrosse.com)
Videos (Lax Sports Network,
Lacrosse Film Room,
Championshipproductions.com)
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LDP Pyramid of Player Development
LDP Pyramid of Player Development
1. Stick Mastery
2. Catching & Throwing
3. 1v1
4. Speed
5. Finishing
6. Group Play
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DRILLS: STICK SKILLS
Stick Skills
1. Figure 8
2. Hot Seat
3. Maze
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STICK SKILLS: MAZE
Maze
Set up a line of cones ranging from 8-10 cones in a zigzag formation
with 10-15 yards in between each cone alternating. 1 person behind
each cone and all the remaining players are behind the first cone
where the balls start. The player in the front cone will pass to the
second cone and follow their pass to the next line across the field.
Repeat until the ball gets to the end and the person in the last line
catches the ball and sprints around all the drill to the front cone.
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STICK SKILLS: MAZE
MAZE
Set up a line of cones ranging from 8-10 cones in a zigzag formation with
10-15 yards in between each cone alternating. 1 person behind each
cone and all the remaining players are behind the first cone where the
balls start. The player in the front cone will pass to the second cone and
follow their pass to the next line across the field. Repeat until the ball gets
to the end and the person in the last line catches the ball and sprints
around all the drill to the front cone.
VARIATIONS
●
Passing with both strong and weak hand.
●
One up, one down. (Pick up ground ball and throw it, if you catch then
you roll a ground ball)
●
While the players are sprinting from the last line to the front, coaches
can have the players dodge them to work on stick protection.
●
Weak hand ground balls.
●
Bring the lines closer and work on quick sticks or one-touch while the
players are working on catching the ball and getting it out of their stick
with no cradle.
●
One handed passing, shovel passing, behind the backs. Catch and split,
throw with opposite hand. Depending on what side of the line, making
sure that your stick is always upfield.
●
Add a goal and goalie at the end where the ball is started and once the
player at the end receives his pass, he sprints through the drill feeding a
coach and getting the ball back to take a shot on the goalie.

Coaches tips
●
Make sure players are sprinting to the back of the line. This
drill moves fast so make sure players are ready for the next
ball coming behind them.
●
Keep lines short for plenty of reps and keep kids moving.
●
Advise players to not throw the ball but nicely roll the ball on
the ground for a true game like experience.
Player tips
●
Work on both strong and weak hand.
●
Harder you work and more effort put in, the more you get out
and reap the benefits later.
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DRILLS: GROUND BALLS
Ground Balls
1. Warrior
2. Apache
3. Maze
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GB: WARRIOR GROUND BALLS
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GB: WARRIOR GROUND BALLS
Warrior GB
Every man for himself ground ball. Set up by assigning players to 3 even groups. The first player from each line must get a ground ball and
throw a catchable pass back to the coach before returning to the line. One ball will be thrown out for the 3 players to contest. Once a
player has picked up the ball and returned it to the coach, the coach can throw the ball back to be contested by the remaining two players.
The drill has cycled through once the final player picks up the ball and returns it to the coach.
Focus
●
Warrior GB’s is a great conditioning drill, which does not require far-flung ground balls.
Variations
●
Start players on stomach
●
Give & Go Pass
●
Maintain possession after gaining possession.
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DRILLS: DODGING
Dodging
1. Zigzag Dodging
2. Head on Dodging
3. Split, roll, face
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Zigzag Dodging
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Zigzag Dodging
Zig-Zag Dodging
Set up a line of 6 consecutive cones in a Zig-Zag formation, 8-10 yards apart. Players will line up at one of the ends, which is where
the start of the line begins. The first player in line will approach each cone and perform a predesignated move on the cone and then
proceed to the next diagonal cone. Once all of the cones have been dodged the player will sprint back to the end of the line (around
the drill). The next player in line starts the drill once the player in front of them has reached the 2nd to 3rd cone in the drill.
Variations
●
Change the complexity of the move
●
Add coaches at a cone to help instruct and act as a passive defender.
Coaching TIps
●
Make sure to thoroughly demonstrate the move being practice prior to the drill by using key terminology that can be echoed
during the drill and even said out loud by the players while going through the motions of the move.
●
If you can’t do the move yourself, choose one of your advanced players who has the move down.
●
Have the players go out and around the drill when returning from the end of the drill back to the start.
Player Tips
●
Master the move slowly before speeding up.
●
Break the move down step by step.
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DRILLS: GROUP PLAY
Group Play
1. Windows
2. Chaser
3. England
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GROUP PLAY: ENGLAND
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GROUP PLAY: ENGLAND
ENGLAND
Split the team into two groups. One will start on offense 20
yards in front of the goal. The defensive line will stand near
the side of the box or sideline out of the drill. One defensive
player starts in front of the goal. The drill starts when two
offensive players attack the goal. As soon as the ball is
dropped or possession is changed, the next sequence begins
by adding a single defender in front of the goal and offensive
player with a ball to create a 3v2. Repeat again to create a 4 v
3. Can build up to 6v5. After a desired amount of reps or time,
switch the offense and defense.
Variations
Start the offense group behind the goal to work on coming
around the cage.

Coaches tips
●
Make players play fast and play with their heads up.
●
Encourage the defense to communicate. You are going to
give up a shot, just make sure it is a bad angle or from the
outside.
●
Make sure the defense knows each formation they need to
be set in, as well as the offense.
Players tips
●
Draw and dump. Make yourself a threat and once
someone plays you, pass it to the open guy. After you
pass, make sure you are putting yourself in a spot to
score.
●
On defense, put yourself in the passing lanes with your
stick always in the lane. Make the offense make as many
passes as possible. Slide and recover fast.
●
Do not slide up field!
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DRILLS: 1v1
1v1 Drills
1. 1v1 on 2 Goals
2. O2D
3. Crash the Cone
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1V1: O2D
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1V1: O2D
O2D
Players are split into two lines approximately 16 yards from the
goal line. Each player starts with a ball. Two small goals 12
yards apart on the goal line. A shooting line 6 yards from goal
line.
Variations:
●
Change the Shooting Line Distance

Action:
●
After the first Player dodges and shoots for an easy 1st goal a
player from the opposing team dodges hard to shoot inside
the shooting line on either goal and the previous attacker
defends.
●
As soon as the player has shot, scored, missed or otherwise
lost possession he immediately defends against the next
attacker from the opposite team. The sequences continue
with the first team to a set score the winners. Change
positions of each team so players are coming at goal from
different side of the field.
Coaches Tips:
●
Adjust the distances the teams are from the goals to make
the task easier or harder. Shorter for speed. Long to ensure
players must take on defenders.
Player Tip:
●
On defense “open up” to the ball and get between the goal
and the ball.
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CLASSROOM CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
● Closing Remarks and Present
Future Goals and Programming
of LDP
● Feedback
● Survey (Online)
● How can we help?
● How can we better serve youth
coaches?
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ON-FIELD DEMO SCHEDULE
ON-FIELD SESSION

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

10:30AM INTRO
10:35AM WARM UP
10:40AM STICK SKILL DRILL #1
10:50AM STICK SKILL DRILL # 2
11:00AM STICK SKILL DRILL # 3
11:10AM GB DRILL # 1
11:20AM GB DRILL # 2
11:30AM GROUP PLAY DRILL #1
11:40AM GROUP PLAY DRILL # 2
11:50AM Q&A
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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